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PReFACe

Idea In Brief
The United Nations (UN) manages change to contribute to the 
Sustainable Development Goals, overcome digital era dislocations, 
and address pandemic disruptions. You can do the same by learn-
ing how to deploy the most recent UN lessons, models, and cases.

Why Read This Book
For the UN, reform and managing change have often proved chal-
lenging. New UN research and case studies show managers how 
to account for evolving social norms, digital era dislocations, and 
pandemic-disrupted ways of working. A purposive theory of change 
helps managers to innovate by matching their intentions to meet soci-
etal objectives with precedents from successful change campaigns.

Purpose-driven Innovation provides a unique, inside look at case 
studies from the UN Laboratory for Organizational Change and 
Knowledge. Cases are presented together, arranged according to 
the UN change framework, and analyzed within the innovative 
perspective of management as a design-oriented professional dis-
cipline. Relevant to all managerial efforts to transform organiza-
tions, Purpose-driven Innovation shows how the UN accelerated 
a shift to practical solutions not problems, actions not contempla-
tion, and innovation rather than introspection.

Readers learn how to be modern effective managers who contrib-
ute consequentially to societal goals. Any manager, if able to adapt 
rather than copy what was done before, can achieve a meaningful 
purpose for herself, her managerial practice, and her organization. 
Purpose-driven Innovation is for anyone interested in manage-
ment, especially change management, for good.
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